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of CTA makes it an important probe of transient phenomena. The first CTA telescope has just
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years, scientific operation will start. It is evident that CTA will have important synergies with
many of the new generation astronomical and astroparticle observatories. In this talk we will
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1. Introduction
The Cherenkov Telescope Array (CTA) will be an observatory with two arrays of imaging
atmospheric Cherenkov telescopes (IACTs), one in each hemisphere, for complete sky cover-
age. Composed of a large number of telescopes and three different classes of telescopes – Large,
Medium, and Small-Sized Telescopes (LSTs, MSTs, SSTs) – CTA will operate in a wide energy
range, starting at around 20 GeV, to beyond 300 TeV, and will improve the sensitivity level of
current instruments by an order of magnitude at 1 TeV. These unique characteristics of sensitivity
and energy coverage give CTA access to unprecedented science in the very high-energy (VHE) do-
main. The CTA telescopes will have Cherenkov cameras with wide fields of view, between > 4.5◦
and > 8◦ depending on telescope type. Allied with an improved angular resolution, this will al-
low for the excellent imaging of extended sources, and performance of Galactic and extragalactic
surveys. The large number of telescopes gives array operation flexibility, with the possibility for
simultaneous observations of multiple fields.
In the time domain, CTA will be a uniquely powerful instrument for the exploration of the
variable universe. The energy range of CTA science is dominated by extreme variability, and CTA
is prepared to respond to external alerts with great efficiency, thanks to a maximum repointing time
of 30 to 90 s, depending on the telescope open under consideration. The wide field of view and
the unprecedented sensitivity of CTA (specially on short integration timescales) will likely make it
into an efficient VHE transient factory, providing significant detections of serendipitous transient
sources or variable emission episodes. A planned real-time analysis pipeline which will monitor
the CTA field of view will also allow it to quickly send alerts for external observatories or to trigger
deeper internal follow-ups of interesting and rare events, such as gamma-ray bursts (GRBs).
CTA will function as an open observatory. Nevertheless, during the first decade of its op-
eration, part of the CTA observation time (about 40%) will be devoted to a Core Programme,
consisting of a number of major legacy projects which will be conducted by the CTA Consortium
with guaranteed time [10]. The Core Programme is comprised of a series of Key Science Projects
(KSPs) of particular scientific value and which demand considerable observation time for their
completion. The efficient achievement of the broad-ranging science questions addressed by the
CTA KSPs depends strongly on external data, which will complement the information provided by
CTA observations. This contribution is concerned with giving a general overview of such demands,
aiming at developing future strategies to maximise data access and the global scientific return of
CTA’s multi-wavelength (MWL) and multi-messenger (MM) synergies.
As a matter of fact, CTA science will have important interfaces with many of the new gener-
ation of astronomical and astro-particle observatories. Along with CTA, new major facilities are
coming into operation in this or the next decade, throughout the electromagnetic spectrum – e.g.,
SKA in radio waves, the giant optical telescopes E-ELT, TMT and GMT, amongst others – which
will revolutionise their respective fields. New multi-messenger facilities, or planned upgrades of
current ones, will take the recent, early achievements of these new fields of observational astron-
omy a step forward. In a two-way relationship, CTA science will majorly benefit from, and will
greatly influence, key results and discoveries by these new telescopes.
In the following, we will describe the CTA Science Programme and highlight its MWL and
MM synergies and requirements, with some focus on transient sources towards the end.
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2. The Galaxy with CTA
The foundation for Galactic science with CTA will be provided by the Galactic Plane Survey
(GPS), which will fulfil a number of goals, of which the most basic one will be to provide a
census of Galactic very high-energy (VHE) gamma-ray source populations, such as supernova
remnants (SNRs), pulsar-wind nebulae (PWNe), and binary systems, substantially increasing the
source count thanks to the CTA improved sensitivity (see Figure 1). In performing the GPS– which
will consist of a deep survey down to ∼ 2 mCrab of the inner Galaxy and the Cygnus regions, plus
a shallower survey (down to ∼ 4 mCrab) of the entire Galactic plane – determining the properties
of the Galactic diffuse emission will also be an important goal. Finally, the survey will produce a
multi-purpose, legacy data set of long-lasting value to the entire astronomical community.
Special attention will be dispensed to the inner Galaxy within the GPS. Deeper exposures of
the inner few degrees of the Galaxy will be performed for a detailed study of the Galactic Centre.
These observations will be complemented by an extended survey to explore regions not yet covered
by existing VHE telescopes, at high latitudes, to the edge of the bulge emission, including the
base of the Fermi Bubbles and interesting sources such as the Kepler SNR. The core goal of the
Galactic Centre Survey is to provide unprecedented spatial and spectral sensitivity of this crucial
regions of the Galaxy which may allow us to identify the central source [5] and decide between
the models proposed to explain the extended emission [4], thus providing a deeper understanding
of the capability for cosmic ray acceleration in the Galaxy [14]. The Galactic Center is also a top
Dark Matter target for CTA.
The search for the sources of petaelectronvolt protons (the so-called PeVatrons) will be an-
other main focus of the GPS. It is well known that SNRs are able to satisfy the cosmic-ray energy
requirement [15], via diffusive shock acceleration at the expanding SNR shocks [11]. However,
it is still unclear whether or not they can act as cosmic-ray PeVatrons, given uncertainties in the
mechanisms of magnetic field amplification [9]. The observation of Star-Forming Regions with
CTA will help unveil the relation between cosmic rays and star formation. Among the prime re-
gions for such study are the Carina and Cygnus regions and the massive stellar cluster Westerlund
1. Outside the Galaxy, the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) will be target of a dedicated survey.
1. Introduction to CTA Science 1.1 Key Characteristics & Capabilities
• Extragalactic Survey (Chapter 8) – covering 1/4 of the sky to a depth of⇠6 mCrab. No extragalac-
tic survey has ever been performed using IACTs, and the existing VHE surveys using ground-level
particle detectors [10, 11] have modest sensitivity, limited angular and energy resolution, and lim-
ited energy range. A 1000 hou CTA survey of such a region will reach the same s nsitivity as the
decade long H.E.S.S. programme of inner Galaxy observations and will cover a solid angle ⇠40
times larger, providing a snapshot of activity in an unbiased sample of active galactic nuclei (AGN)
(see Figure 1.3).
• Galactic Plan Sur (GPS) (Chapter 6) – c nsisting of a deep survey (⇠2 mCrab) of the inner
galaxy and the Cygnus region, coupled with a somewhat shallower survey (⇠4 mCrab) of the entire
Galactic plane. For the typical luminosity of known Milky Way TeV sources of 1033 34 erg/s, the
CTA GPS will provide a distance reach of ⇠ 20 kpc, detecting essentially the entire population of
such bjects in our g laxy and providing a l rg sample of objects one order f mag itude fainter.
The excellent angular resolution of CTA is critical here to avoid being limited by source confusion
rather than flux (see Figure 1.2).
• Survey of the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) (Chapter 7) – providing a face-on view of an entire
star-forming ga axy, resolving regions down to 20 pc in size wit sensitivity down to luminosities of
⇠ 1034 erg/s. CTA aims to map the diffuse LMC emission as well as individual objects, providing
information on relativistic particle transport.
These surveys will establish the populations of VHE emitters in Galactic and extragalactic space, pro-
viding large enough samples of objects to understand source evolution and/or duty cycle. Data products
from the survey KSPs include catalogues and flux maps which will serve as valuable long term resources
to a wide community.
Some other KSPs are also effectively surveys due to the wide field of view. For example, a deep
observation of the Perseus Cluster is envisaged (see Chapter 13) providing a sample of low redshift
galaxi s a d with sensitivity to the low end of the luminosity functio of active galaxies as well as to
diffuse emission associated with accelerated hadrons or dark matter annihilation.
The search for an annihilation signature of dark matter, throwing light on the nature of the dark matter
particles, is a key part of the CTA r search programme. The prime targets are the Galactic C ntre
(Chapter 5) and Milky Way satellite galaxies, but the surveys introduced above will probe concentrations
of dark matter in the LMC and Milky Way, providing complementary datasets. The strategy for dark
matter detection with CTA is introduced in Chapter 4.
Figure 1.2 – Top: simulated CTA image of the Galactic plane for the inner region,  80  < l < 80 , adopting
the proposed GPS KSP observation strategy and a source model incorporating both supernova remnant and
pulsar wind nebula populations, as well as diffuse emission. Bottom: a zoom of an example 20  region in
Galactic longitude.
Surveys will in general be conducted in a mode with telescopes co-pointed, but a divergent mode is also
possible and under consideration for the Extragalactic Survey, offering increased instantaneous field of
view (⇠ 20 ⇥ 20 ) and survey depth at the expense of angular and energy resolution.
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Figure 1: (Top) Simulated CTA image of the Galactic plane inner region, −80◦ < l < 80◦, adopting the
proposed GPS KSP observ t strategy and a sourc odel inc rporating both SNR and PWNe populations,
as well as diffuse emission. (Bottom) Zoomed image of a sample 20◦ region in Galactic longitude [10].
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3. The AGN and Extragalactic Science Case
1. Introduction to CTA Science 1.1 Key Characteristics & Capabilities
Figure 1.3 – Predictions for the number of blazars on the sky in the GeV–TeV domain. Left: Source counts ver-
sus peak synchrotron flux. The upper panel shows predictions by [12] together with the current and envisioned
sensitivity limits of IACTs. The lower panel shows detected AGN with current instruments. Right: Expected
source counts as a function of the integral gamma-ray flux above 100GeV, from [13].
1.1.2 Short Timescale Capabilities
CTA is a uniquely powerful instrument for the exploration of the violent and variable universe. It has
unprecedented potential both in terms of energy reach and sensitivity to short timescale phenomena.
Figure 1.4 compares the sensitivity of CTA to that of Fermi-LAT as a function of observation time. CTA
has four orders of magnitude better sensitivity to minute timescale phenomena at energies around 25
GeV. Even at variability timescales of 1 month, CTA will be a factor 100 more sensitive than Fermi-LAT.
Only for emission which is stable over the full mission lifetime of Fermi are the sensitivities of the two
instruments comparable in the lowest part of the CTA energy range. Instruments such as HAWC, which
have sensitivity in the higher part of the CTA range, are also limited at short timescales by (relative to
CTA) small collection areas, as well as low signal to noise.
The ability to probe short timescales at the highest energies will allow CTA to explore the connection be-
tween accretion and ejection phenomena surrounding compact objects, study phenomena occurring in
relativistic outflows, and open up significant phase space for serendipitous discovery. Particularly impor-
tant targets for CTA are gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), AGN and Galactic compact object binary systems.
The most dramatic case is that of GRBs where CTA will make high-statistics measurements for the first
time above ⇠10 GeV, probing new spectral components which will shed light on the physical processes
at work in these systems [14] (see Figure 1.5).
CTA’s reach to ultra-high energies also provides access to a regime where cooling times for electrons
are extremely short and variability is expected even for objects which are currently considered as stable
sources (for example the Crab pulsar wind nebula [15] and the supernova remnant RXJ1713 3946 [16]).
As well as having unprecedented sensitivity to emission on short timescales, CTA will be able to respond
very rapidly, both to external alerts and in delivery of alerts to other observatories. The absolute maxi-
mum repointing times for the CTA telescopes (to and from anywhere in the observable sky) will be 50 s
for the LSTs and 90 s for the MSTs and SSTs, with the goal to reach shorter slewing times. This fast
slewing capability is particularly important for capturing transient phenomena such as GRBs.
The wide field of view and unprecedented sensitivity of CTAmake the serendipitous detection of transient
or variable VHE emission likely. To maximise the scientific return, CTA will be equipped with a low-latency
(effectively real-time) analysis pipeline which will monitor the field of view for variability on a wide range
of timescales. The detection of a gamma-ray flare in the field and the issuing of an alert will be possible
within 60 seconds. CTA will itself respond to such alerts by repositioning the telescopes, by modifying
the observing schedule and by alerting other observatories to allow rapid follow-up. See [17] for details.
Cherenkov Telescope Array
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Figure 2: Predicti s for the number of blazar on the sky in the GeV-T V domain. (Left) Source counts
versus peak synchrotron energy flux. (Right) LogN-LogS distribution showing the expected source counts
from blazars as a function of the integral gamma-ray flux above 100 GeV. Figure taken from [10].
From the side of the extragalactic science, CTA will perform the first blind Extragalactic
Survey at VHEs, covering 25% of the sky. Like the GPS, the primary goal of the survey is to
construct an unbiased VHE extragalactic source catalogue, with an integral sensitivity limit of
about ∼ 6 mCrab above 125 GeV. At the moment, there are about 60 extragalactic sources seen
with curre t IACTs, most of which are BL Lacs. This sample is, however, strongly biased, since
most observations were made in flaring states, based on triggers from lower frequencies.
Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) represent a unique tool to probe the physics of extreme en-
vironm ts. They are also promising objects in which to look for signatures of ultra high-energy
cosmic rays (UHECRs), thanks to the recent ulti-messenger connection to IceCube TeV neutrino
events [16]. They are also bright beacons serving as probes of cosmological evolution through con-
straints on photon and magnetic fields along the line of sight. Apart from an unbiased view of their
transient character, the studies of AGN performed with the CTA extragalactic survey will allow us,
for the first time, to get an unbiased glimpse of the highest energy population of these objects, and
probe new source classes, such as the putative "extreme blazars", with spe tral energy distribution
(SED) peaks above 1 TeV [7]. Thanks to its increased sensitivity and lower energy threshold, CTA
has also the potential to substantially improve the redshift coverage and increase the population of
known VHE sources at high redshifts (Figure 2). The highest redshift of the current sample is ∼
0.9, but extrapolations from the population of Fermi-LAT objects show that over 200 additional
blazars, as well as several radio galaxies, should be visible by CTA, up to z∼ 2 [19] .
Finally, Galaxy Clusters, constitut another primary ext agalactic science target for CTA.
Their importance and interest relies on the fact that they are expected to be reservoirs of cosmic
rays. The detection of diffuse synchrotron radio emission in several clusters confirms the presence
of cosmic-ray electrons and magn tic field permeating the intra-clus er medium (ICM). And while
there is no direct proof for proton acceleration yet, gamma rays can probe it, as such particles are
expected to give out high-energy gamma-ray emission through neutral pion decay.
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4. MWL synergies for CTA
In studying cosmic VHE non-thermal emission, CTA will probe the cosmic ray particle pop-
ulation and the extreme environments which produce them. By nature, such non-thermal emission
spans many orders of magnitude in energy, covering the broad band electromagnetic spectrum. To
understand the particle populations responsible for the observed emission, it is necessary therefore
to have a combined view of the entire SED of the sources. Such a coordinated view is also neces-
sary for the broader study of the various source properties and source populations detected by CTA.
In particular, MWL correlations, and the cross-matching between MWL catalogues, are the means
to enable source identification and to provide a detailed review of their environment, especially in
the Galaxy, where fields are considerably more crowded, and source-ISM interactions are very im-
portant. The detailed study of source variability not only demands the combination of large MWL
data sets, but also the temporal coordination, or simultaneous observations, between many facili-
ties, with a significant time demand on CTA for follow-up observations of external alerts. Finally,
in many cases, source distance estimations, both in the Galaxy and beyond, are only possible in a
context where MWL data is available. Figure 3 provides an overview of the MWL / MM synergies.
Immediate MWL synergies for CTA science come from X-rays, which have origin in extreme
environments which can be readily associated with particle acceleration sites, such as shocked mat-
ter, accretion, or high-velocity outflows. The study of X-ray thermal emission provides otherwise
unaccessible plasma properties and energetics. As a complement to the VHE observations, X-
ray data are important for providing high-resolution images of extreme environments, with greater
sensitivity than achievable by CTA. Key facilities are the spectro-imaging missions Chandra and
XMM-Newton, and the timing observatories Suzaku and Swift, and NuStar, in the hard X-ray do-
main. Such telescopes are expected to continue functioning during the first few years of CTA op-
erations, but new missions will guarantee continued synergies with CTA such as eROSITA, which
will provide an all-sky imaging survey in the 2-10 keV band.
Thanks to excellent angular resolutions, radio and sub-millimetre observations offer the best
support in localising the particle acceleration zones. Radio measurements can also provide unique
constraints on the magnetic fields at the sources through polarimetric and Faraday rotation mea-
sures, and provide pulsar ephemerides which allow for the search of pulsed emission in the VHE
domain. In terms of facilities, radio astronomy is entering a phase of rapid development. At the
low-frequency range, below 140 MHz, LOFAR is the main example. Of special notice is the future
Square Kilometre Array (SKA), whose first phase of operations will coincide with CTA’s science
verification phase, with full operations expected from 2024. SKA will have unprecedented sen-
sitivity and angular resolution, with very large field of view capabilities enabled by phased-array
technology. SKA pathfinders, such as the Australian ASKAP and UTMOST (100s MHz), and
MeerKAT (GHz) in South Africa, are already in operation, and present important synergy potential
with CTA. In the mm and sub-mm bands it is worth mentioning facilities such as Mopra (Aus-
tralia), APEX and Nanten2 (Chile), as well as the already-operational Atacama Large Millimetre
Array (ALMA), for supporting the study of diffuse emission around accelerator sites.
Intensely variable, non-thermal synchrotron emission in optical/IR is observed from a wide
class of transient sources, such as blazars, microquasars and pulsar-wind nebulae, all of which are
gamma-ray emitters. The advantage of the optical domain as a counterpart to CTA science is the
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fact that the large number of small-to-medium facilities worldwide provide a secure network of
telescopes to complement CTA science in a very flexible way. The relatively low cost of such facil-
ities also opens the way for potential Optical Support Telescopes (OSTs) on site. The Consortium is
currently studying the feasibility of installing two 1-m class telescopes with polarimetric capability
on each site to dedicatedly service CTA science, specially for transient source monitoring and co-
ordinated multi-band campaigns, which demand a lot of coverage time from external facilities. In
terms of telescopes, the optical domain will see a wealth of new, very-large ground-based facilities
coming online in the next decade, such as the European Extremely Large Telescope and the Giant
Magellan Telescope, in Chile, and the Thirty Meter Telescope in Hawaii. In space the field will see
the successor of the Hubble Space Telescope (HST), the James Webb Space Telescope (JWST),
launching in 2021. Finally, optical polarimetry has become an important counterpart to VHE ob-
servations, as polarimetric observations offer an ideal way of isolating the synchrotron/non-thermal
component from the total optical emission [8, 17].
To conclude, the hard X-ray/soft gamma-ray domain (0.1 - 10 MeV), and the high-energy
gamma-ray GeV domain represent important complements to CTA, providing immediate extrap-
olations of the VHE spectrum to lower energies. From the first group, INTEGRAL is the best
example, which will hopefully continue to operate beyond this decade. In the MeV-GeV domain,
Fermi-LAT is a primary space-based partner to CTA, on which CTA will greatly rely for the study
of transients. The newest missions DAMPE and HERD (exp. 2020) come as useful partners above
100 GeV, and other proposed missions from EU and the US may also come online in the next
decade. Finally, the ground-based particle HAWC and LHAASO constitute VHE all-sky comple-
ments to CTA operation, to which a southern version is highly expected.
5. Multi-messenger and transients follow-up with CTA
Transient astrophysical sources constitute the most demanding and critical sources in terms
of MWL synergies for CTA. These objects are also potential sources for non-photonic signals,
being at the central stage of the new multi-messenger astronomy. Due to their variable character,
such objects have always been challenging to study in the VHE domain, but this picture is set
to change dramatically, thanks to the unprecedented sensitivity of CTA at the lowest variability
timescales [13]. An excellent example is the recent detection by MAGIC of the first gamma-ray
burst (GRB) at sub-TeV energies [18]. The relatively large field of view (FoV) of CTA is another
factor which will be crucial for transients and in allowing for the discovery of serendipitous sources
by CTA. A real-time analysis (RTA) service is planned for CTA to recognise new transients and
issue automatic alerts for follow ups by other telescopes [12].
CTA proposes to follow up on observations of transient targets, among which are AGN,
GRBs, Galactic transients, as well as the most interesting multi-messenger neutrinos and gravi-
tational wave (GW) events. The time toll within CTA for such observations is expected to be quite
large with aggregate observation times of up to 390 h/yr/site during the early phase operations
of CTA [10]. But the requests from external facilities which will provide complementary MWL
follow-ups is equally demanding, and will require strong cooperation for simultaneous or coordi-
nated multi-instrumental campaigns in both hemispheres, and in space. In this context, follow-up
campaigns of high-energy neutrino transients or GW events are top priority. Neutrino observa-
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tories such as IceCube and KM3Net (in construction) will provide regular alerts of high-energy
neutrino events [1], which are clear indicators of hadronic cosmic-ray production [6]. CTA follow-
up of appropriately selected alerts (estimated in 2-3 per year) can give important insights on the
origin of Galactic and extragalactic cosmic-rays [16]. Equal priority will be given to the search of
VHE counterparts to GW signal events provided by observatories such as VIRGO and Advanced
LIGO [2]. While no counterpart has yet been detected, the MAGIC GRB detection and the Fermi
observations of a NS-NS merger [3] provide indications that such goal is achievable by CTA.
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